FY2018 HIGHLIGHTS
July 1, 2017 – June 30, 2018

July
- We embedded 20 social workers in the Blue Valley School District, a first-of-its-kind mental health initiative, positively impacting the lives of 900+ students.

August
- We became an NCI Consortium Partner with The University of Kansas Cancer Center.

September
- Nearly 1,000 participants raised $135,000 for the KC Cares for Kids Walk.

October
- We opened the first Headache Treatment Center for children in the U.S.

November
- Dr. Shakhnovich received the George Ferry Young Investigator Development Award from the NASPGHAN Foundation and $150,000 in funding to continue her research around how obese children metabolize PPIs differently than non-obese children.

December
- We hosted the annual Snowflake Shoppe, a holiday shop for our families, made possible thanks to community donors including the Eric Berry Foundation, Henson’s Heroes, Target, Elite Comics and more.

2017
- President and CEO Randall L. O'Donnell, PhD announced retirement after 25 years of leadership.

- We became an NCI Designated Cancer Center.

- President and CEO Randall L. O'Donnell, PhD announced retirement after 25 years of leadership.
We earned ACS Surgery Verification, one of only 10 pediatric hospitals in the world to attain this designation.

The Hall Family Foundation and Sunderland Foundation donated $150 million, $75 million each, toward the largest one-time gift ever made to a children’s hospital for pediatric research.

We hosted our first ever Children’s Mercy Prom on site so our teens could celebrate in style.

The 14th annual Red Hot Night Gala raised a record $2.1 million.

The Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation Center at Village West opened to allow student athletes to train and rehabilitate in the same gym as Sporting KC players.

We opened a new 7,000-square-foot clinic in Junction City, Kan.

We launched the new Children’s Mercy App to help families find a doctor, get directions to our locations, navigate within the hospital, and more.

U.S. News & World Report recognized Children’s Mercy as one of the best children’s hospitals in the country once again, ranking Children’s Mercy in all 10 pediatric specialties.

The ninth annual Big Slick Celebrity Weekend smashed the records, raising $2.1 million for the Cancer Center, bringing total donations to $8.34 million since the fundraiser’s inception.
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Dr. Randall O'Donnell, PhD, led Children's Mercy for more than a quarter-century as President and CEO, but he never considered himself “the boss.” That role, as Dr. O'Donnell frequently reminded staff and friends of the hospital, belongs to the kids we serve.

It's a philosophy, coupled with a visionary leadership, that has seen Children's Mercy grow from a small, local hospital with fewer than 160 beds to the region's preeminent pediatric health care system, comprised of 369 beds in two inpatient facilities and 11 clinics throughout Missouri and Kansas.

“Rand's vision — that Children's Mercy was going to be the best children's hospital — raised eyebrows from some people. But he saw and believed in the potential for growth here, and under his skilled leadership the hospital has flourished,” said Jo Stueve, Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer.

The two yellow cranes towering over the skyline of Kansas City and the daily bustle of construction on the Children's Research Institute are just the most recent symbols of the building expansion that has occurred during Dr. O'Donnell's tenure. The Sutherland, Henson and Hall towers; Clinics on Broadway; Don Chisholm Center; Children's Mercy Hospital Kansas; the Northland, South, East and West clinics that provide a “circle of care” to every corner of the Kansas City region; plus specialty clinics and many outreach clinics have expanded the hospital's services far into Kansas and Missouri.

Bricks and mortar expansion has been accompanied by growth in programs. When Dr. O'Donnell arrived at Children's Mercy, the hospital had few medical subspecialties; we now have more than 40, backed by the clinical expertise of more than 750 pediatric subspecialists and researchers.

Psychosocial care of children has been of particular interest to Dr. O'Donnell. The son of a nurse, he was the first PhD candidate anywhere to prepare a dissertation on the psychosocial care of children. He strongly believed that children recovered faster if all their needs, not just medical ones, were addressed. He greatly expanded Child Life, Social Work and Spiritual Services at Children's Mercy.

Dr. O'Donnell also drove a renewed commitment to medical research at Children's Mercy, which included emphasis on clinical pharmacology, and saw the creation of the Ward Family Heart Center, the Elizabeth J. Ferrell Fetal Health Center, the Children's Mercy Genome Medicine Center and the Children's Research Institute.

Children's Mercy has achieved four consecutive Magnet nursing designations for excellence in quality care — awarded to fewer than 7 percent of all hospitals nationally and the first hospital in Missouri and Kansas to do so — and has repeatedly been named by U.S. News & World Report as a "Best Children's Hospital" in all 10 pediatric specialties.

But what Dr. O'Donnell is most proud of is, “the fact that I can look anybody in the eye and say that there's no better place in the world for your child to be than at Children's Mercy, and I know it's not a PR statement. I know it because I know the people are going to deliver the care.”

"The year ahead will be one of great change and, more important, of great success. Thanks to our employees, Children's Mercy is well-positioned for a bold new future, and our patients and families will be the better for it.”

-Dr. Randall O'Donnell, PhD
FY2018 Accomplishments under Dr. O’Donnell’s Leadership
In addition to accomplishments listed in FY2018 Highlights at the beginning of this Annual Report

- Improved our families’ ability to access our services, with average wait times dropping in some clinics to just **three days**.

- Doubled the number of Children’s Mercy affiliate practices, meaning **65,000 pediatric lives** are now covered by our health network.

- Invested nearly **$200 million** - including uncompensated care - in our patients and families through our community benefit programs and activities, which equals more than **$547,000 per day**.

- Improved our operating margin to **6.6 percent**, well above our goal of **4.1 percent**.

Children’s Mercy proudly presents season three of the Emmy award-winning docu-series, introducing new families and doctors who stop at nothing to find answers for their children.

Go behind the scenes at one of the busiest independent, non-profit children’s hospitals in the country. Where pediatric specialists change lives and bring hope to every family, every day.

Tune in January 2019 on **KMBC 9**

Watch all episodes and additional webisodes on **InsidePediatrics.com**
Dear Friends of Children’s Mercy,

Recently, I was honored to assume the reins of this remarkable institution that has been helping and healing children for 121 years.

Dr. Randall O’Donnell accomplished a great deal in the past 25 years, and we are all grateful to him and the 8,000-plus employees for providing the finest care possible to our patients. Thanks to our team and supporters like you, we can celebrate a successful FY2018.

All of the accomplishments you’ll see in this Annual Report are thanks to our dedicated employees, generous volunteers, supportive donors and our entire community. Now with the construction of the Children’s Research Institute underway, we have an opportunity to find answers for more children and invest in research that will transform how pediatric medicine is practiced for all children, everywhere.

I look forward to continuing the legacy of those who have guided the hospital to become the beacon of hope and healing for all children that it is today... and will be tomorrow.

The hospital’s founding sisters would be so proud of how we continue to grow — remaining committed to their promise: “I have not served children until I’ve served them all.”

Sincerely,

Paul Kempinski, FACHE
President and CEO

Previous Position:
President of Nemours/Alfred I. duPont Hospital for Children (N/AIDHC) in Wilmington, Del. and Enterprise Vice President for the Nemours Children’s Health System in Jacksonville, Fla.

Education:
Penn State University
Rush University, Master’s in Health System Management
**Mission:**
Improve the health and well-being of children by providing comprehensive family-centered health care, committing to the highest level of clinical and psychosocial care, and exhibiting research, educational and service excellence.

**Vision:**
To be a national and international leader recognized for advancing pediatric health and delivering optimal health outcomes through innovation and a high-value integrated system of care.
Two Gifts – Totaling $150 million – Kickstart Construction

In a historic act of philanthropic support, the Hall Family Foundation and the Sunderland Foundation each donated $75 million toward research to find answers for children and families in January 2018. This is the largest one-time gift ever made to a children’s hospital for pediatric research.

This gift will transform the future of pediatric research – as well as the city’s downtown skyline. These funds enabled Children’s Mercy to begin construction on the Children’s Research Institute (CRI) and accelerate the recruitment of top researchers from around the globe.

**375,000 square feet**

We currently have **66,000 square feet** of research space.

**140,000 square feet** of shell space for future growth.

More than **3,000 linear feet** of bench space.

New auditorium to accommodate more than **400 people**.
Breakthroughs happen when the walls between research and medicine are eliminated, allowing researchers and physicians to work side by side. This commitment is leading to new ways to treat, diagnose and even prevent complex childhood diseases. Each day, we’re bringing innovations from bench to bedside and beyond to improve outcomes for children here and around the world.

Our research programs will focus on areas such as genomics, clinical pharmacology, immunotherapy and health outcomes. The CRI is not just a state-of-the-art place for scientific inquiry. It is a new way of working together, not in the silos of closed labs or division based on specialties, but in cross-functional teams of detectives aligned together to benefit children. The building has been carefully designed so research and clinical care are combined, with fluid teams of doctors, scientists, clinicians, nurses, therapists, researchers, data scientists and parents working together seamlessly.

Located on the hospital’s Adele Hall Campus, the building consists of a nine-story structure, making up approximately 375,000 square feet. It will house nearly six times more space for pediatric research than currently exists at Children’s Mercy. When fully staffed, our organization will grow its research enterprise tenfold as a result of this donation – with everyone striving to find much-needed answers for kids and their families.

“We have an opportunity to change the lives of children by conducting research that will create more understanding and deliver cures or diagnostics that go beyond the individual patient. We owe it to our children to be the best, and to provide access to the latest science and technology,” said Tom Curran, PhD, FRS, Chief Scientific Officer at Children’s Mercy Kansas City, Executive Director of the Children’s Research Institute and the Donald J. Hall Eminent Scholar in Pediatric Research.

Learn more about the CRI and how you can support research at the Children’s Research Institute at childrensmercy.org/research.
It’s Time to Make the Impossible Possible for Kids with You as Our Partner.

Through the CRI, we are creating a future where families get immediate answers. Where children receive the right treatments, tailored just for them. Where kids feel better faster and get back to being kids sooner. Kids like Jason Perez…

“It’s amazing to see him be active and healthy. I never thought I would see this a few years ago. I love to see him live his childhood.”
– Selene Perez

Jason Is Kicking Cancer To The Curb

Jason plays soccer, wrestles and loves video games. Regular 9-year-old boy stuff.

After Jason’s battle with cancer, his parents, Selene and Abel, are thrilled that their son now has an “ordinary” life.

It’s a sharp contrast to the terror they felt five years ago when they took Jason to Children’s Mercy because he was in so much pain, he couldn’t stop crying. When they were told Jason had a cancerous tumor on his spine, they were terrified he would not get a chance to grow up.

Jason benefited from the Children’s Mercy GOLDILOKS® initiative, which helped determine the exact amount of chemotherapy his body would respond to best. If it was too little, the treatment would have been ineffective and lead to relapse.

Too much and he would have had difficult side effects and toxicity. With GOLDILOKS®, Jason received the best drug treatment with the dose that was right for him.

Now, Jason is cancer-free.

We are harnessing the power of science and medicine to care for children in a way that was never thought possible before through the CRI at Children’s Mercy.

Support research efforts at childrensmc.org/research.
Thank you for Giving Mercy

With 121 years of generous community support, Children’s Mercy has continually grown and elevated care to become one of the nation’s top-ranked pediatric medical centers. Thank you for sharing our concern for the health and well-being of children. You make it possible to provide expert care for every single child who comes through our doors, regardless of a family’s ability to pay.

The following lists recognize and honor our Legacy Honor Roll members, individual donors who have contributed $10,000 or more and our many volunteers. Due to space constraints, we could not list the name of every generous person or organization who supports children and families with gifts of time and treasure. Please know every gift makes a difference in the lives of so many here and around the world. We are humbled by your caring hearts and grateful for your support. Thank you.

For more information about how to be involved, visit: GiveMercyKC.org.
Legacy Honor Roll FY2018
Donors who have chosen to make a future gift through one of many gift planning tools

Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Adams | Josh and Kate Allen | Uri S. Alon, MD | David and Mary Ann Amos | Lillian A. Angle | Ann and Matt Anthony | Stacey Million and Jonathan Antrim | Christopher and Dana Arth | Mary and Scott Austin | Mary Ann Bailey | Laura McKnight and Clay Barker | Mr. and Mrs. James Bartimus | James R. Batterson, Jr. MD | Mary Bennett | Marilyn Moore Benson | Mr. and Mrs. Bradley A. Bergman | Beverly Arnold and John Biagioli | Ruth and Alfred Biggs, MD | Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Bleakley | Carol Hyatt Bolin | Roberta D. Harding and William F. Bradley, Jr. | Mindy and Justin Bridges | Jonathan and Catherine Brouse | James M. Burcalow | Judith A. Burngen | Dr. V. Fred and Sandra Burry | Judy McCoy Carman | Kathy L. Castro | Mr. and Mrs. Carl Chinnery | Sharon M. Chinnny | Edward R. Christophersen | Susan Goldberg Cohen | Blish and Michael Connor | Linda K. Conroy | Linda D. Cooley, MD | Helen M. Cox | Karen S. Cox, RN, PhD | Christina and Vincent Crapi | Georgia Grant Croft and Robert Croft | Pamela Miller and Michael Cummings | William A. Dann | John C. and Jane Reuss Davis | Nolan and Danyel Deitrich | Ross D. Dewitt | Brian and Stacy Doyle | Ian Drake | Elke M. Dunlap | Mr. and Mrs. William H. Dunn, Sr. | Terry and Peggy Dunn | Alan Edelman and Deborah Sosland-Edelman | Louis Eddy | Elizabeth Edmundson | Mrs. Bernice Eisen | Mark J. Dehner and Susannah Evans | A.J. Falcone | Scott and Jackie Ferrell | Preston T. Fine | Matt and Katie Fitzgerald | Louis Fleetwood | Dr. Fred D. Fowler | Judy and Randy Frueh | David Gaab | Sondra Gale | Diane and Terrence Gallagher | Bob and Alissa Glaser | Christine and James Glenski | Gregory W. Hornig, M.D. and Elizabeth Goddard, J.D., Ph.D. | Linda S. Goodwin | Brett and Becky Gordon | Dr. and Mrs. Rengasamy Gowdamarajan | Bill and Mary Grant | Lewis and Laura Gregory | Marsha and Gary Groninger | Mark and Amanda Haas | Dr. and Mrs. Fred K. Hall | Dr. and Mrs. Robert T. Hall | Frances Hall | Dr. Donald J. Hall | Weymouth and Laurence Hanna | Amy Hart | Kathryn and Michael Harvel | Joyce and Jack Hayhow | Dr. and Mrs. Scott Herre | Mr. and Mrs. Thomas M. Higgins III | Leslie Oxford High | Chuck and Ellene Hoffman | Dr. and Mrs. George W. Holcomb III | Dr. and Mrs. Thomas M. Holder | Dr. and Mrs. Marius M. Hubbell, Jr. | Mr. and Mrs. David H. Hughes | Dr. and Mrs. John D. Hunkeler | Graham Hunt | John Irvin | Robert F. Jackson, Jr. and Francis L. Jackson | Suzanne and Toby Jackson | Dr. William Edward Truong | III and Dr. Jill Diane Jacobson | David and Sandy Johnson | Geraldine Y. Johnson | Don Kahan | Laurel and Ralph Kaufman | Dr. Gregory L. Kearns | Marcia Lane Kenley | Day and Whitney Kerr | Debbie and Whitney Kerr, Jr. | Dr. and Mrs. Howard W. Kilbride | Terrie Kincade | Jonathan Klem | Judi and Elvin Knight | Fred and Laura Kouri | Dixie C. Kreider | Jane Lampo | J. Steven and Donna E. Leeder | Sherri R. Leeks | William Earl Lentz | Shirley J. Leyendecker | Paula Lierem | Mazie Long | Fred and Dee Lyons | Ann G. and Jack L. Mahurin | Barbara Marsh | Mr. and Mrs. Alan R. Marsh | Marilyn McCahan | Chuck and Karin McCravy | Laura and Hatch C. McCray, III | McCullough Family Foundation | Patricia N. McMahan | Ms. Michelle A. McMillan | Larry L. McMullen | Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Medved | Sandra Sachen Medved | Mary Ann Meeks | Sam Meers and Julie Nelson Meers | Harold and Marilyn Melcher | Jodee and Justin Merriman | Minnie Miehl | Allan Dean Miller | Jan and Frank Miller | Robert R. Moore | William and Amy Moran | Emily A. Galloway-Morris | Dr. J. Patrick and Jane Murphy | Michael and Anita Nolan | Mr. and Mrs. James B. Nutter, Sr. | Dr. and Mrs. Randall L. O’Donnell | Scott and Andrea Olitsky | David Oliver & Mary Gresham | Kurt and Jenea Oliver Family | Lloyd C. Olson, MD | Robin L. Onikul, D.D.S. | Hazel D. Ouellette | Larry Pierce | Dave and Marty Piotrowsky | Mr. and Mrs. James H. Porter | Jay M. Portnoy, MD | Dean and Jennifer Postel Family | Mary Pritchard | Mr. and Mrs. William Putnam, Jr. | Dr. Bartlett W. and Harriette H. Ramsey | B. John Readey, III | Ernest C. and Laura Mae Rechlerman | Janet Redding | Laurie and Myron Reineke | Evie and Bill Rieke | Dr. Charles C. and Mrs. Cristina A. Roberts | John E. Roberts | Kim Robertson | Robin Rusconi and Jae McKeown | John T. Russell | Paul M. Russell | Ginzy Schafer | Sandra Schaffer | Lisa and Charlie Schellhorn | Mr. and Mrs. Michael A. Schultz | Jim and Kelli Schwartz | Mr. and Mrs. Thomas M. Scott | Dr. and Mrs. Ronald J. Sharp | Daniel and Kacy Seitz | Mr. and Mrs. Michael E. Shepard & Family | Lester Siegel, Jr. Lisa and Dolph C. Simons, III | Charlotte Simonson | Arthur Smith | Aaron Smullin | Mary K. Sladler | Dr. and Mrs. Timothy Stepp | Mrs. Malinda Stlem | Alan R. Stetson | Paul E. Stewart | Bob and Amy Stiner | John and Susan Stolwijk | Shannon L. Stone | Jo and John Stueve | Kathy and Steve Swatek | Bud and Lois Taber | William and Marcia Tammeus | Bud and Connie Taylor | Mrs. Elizabeth J. Taylor | Susanne R. Teel | Davoren and William Tempel | Mr. Norman M. Tempel | Kaleen Tiber | Montie and Marge Tripp | Tucker and Mandi Trotter | Joanne M. Vandervort | Shanelle and Mike Varone | Melinda L. Walz | Janice L. Warren | Cheryl A. Wasserman | Maurice A. Watson | Phil and Anne Watson | Judy and Bill Waugh | David H. Westbrook | Pamela and Dan Williams | Glynda & Jim Wilson | Tod and Madelyn Wilson Family | Mr. and Mrs. Gardner Wright | Amy Wurst | Creighton and Mistie Young
$10,000+ Individual Donors FY2018

Caleeh Abdul-Rahmaan | Dr. John and Dena Adams | Kathy and Mark Adams | Kim and Rick Albright | Jeff Allen
Dr. Uri Alon | Gabriela Arzola and Fernando Alonso | Karissa and Rob Alumbaugh | Dr. Lauren and Dr. Luke Amos
Dr. Mary Ann and Dr. Dave Amos | Charles Anderson Jr. | Cory and Crystal Anderson | Harry Anderson
Nancy and Bruce Anderson | Carolyn and Tony Andrada | Paula and Bryan Andres | Meredith and Jon Angrist
Ann and Matt Anthony | Melissa and Jeff Anthony | JoAnne and Larry Armel | Dr. and Mrs. Richard Arnold Arms
Cathy and Tom Arrn | Dr. Michael Artman and Debbie Horne | Mary and Scott Austin | Melissa and Chris Ayers
Jane and Tim Aylward | Cathy and Rick Baier | Lisa and Bryan Bailey | Tobin Bailey
Lois and David Ball | Pamela Barham | Dr. Lisa and John Barnes | Lori and John Barnes
Debby Barrett | Nicole and Kevin Barth | Emma Bartshell | Justin Basnett
Zulema and Terry Bassham | Melissa and Bradford Batz | Dennis Beaman | Nancy and Bryan Beaver
Steve and Jennifer Bedell | Kathy and Ed Beeman | Dr. Kari and Darin Beesley | Arnold Beeveres
Susan and Curtis Befort
Lynne and Mike Belew | Marina and Matthew Bell | Blanca and Jose Beltran | Dot and Earl Benner
Susan and Marly Berndt | Jo and Dan Beutler | Carey and Austin Bickford | Ceci Bishop
Crystal and Ken Bishop | Barbara Blasy | Lauren and Aaron Blazar | Patrick and Sarah Bledsoe
Carol and Richard Bliss | Paula and Bryan Blizzard
Pamela and Robert Bloss | Jamie and Randy Boatman | Bradley Bodamer and Lori Schultz
Cheri and Joshua Bolen | Mrs. Carol Hyatt Bolin | Stephanie and Henry Bond | Dr. Rochelle Harris and Stephen Bonney
Louis Boos | Judy and Bill Bowen | Shari and Daniel Boyer | Kim and Les Brack
Robert D. Harding and William F. Bradford, Jr.
Betsy and Brian Braham | Joanna and Patrick Bramlett | Claire and Joe Brand | Bridget and John Brandmeyer
Jessica and Matt Brandmeyer | Kelly and Bill Brandmeyer | M. and Joe Brandmeyer | Brian Brashear
Susan and Steve Braun | McKenzie Breidenthal | Dolores Brents | Mindy and Justin Bridges
Brian Brinkerhoff and Dan Meiners
Jennifer Schroeder and Josh Britton | Daniel Brown | Denise and Kevin Brown | Kim Brown
Margie and Mike Brown | Mildred and Michael Brown | Julie Walker Browne and Pete B. Browne | Bonnie and Herb Buchbinder
Cynthia and Tom Burcham | Cindy Olson-Burgess and Ron Burgess | Jessica and Timothy Burkhalter | Cathy and Robert Burks
Janet and Steven Burris | Brenda and Kerry Bush | Stephanie and John Byram | Gene and Joanne Cable
Marsha and James Callahan | Molly and Jason Camis | Carol Campbell | Genevieve and Jeff Campbell
Sabrina and Brian Campbell | Aimee and Joe Campin | Dara and Jedd Canty | Janell and Kevin Caponecchi
Kelly and Jason Capps | Julie and Thomas Carew | Outlaw Racing | Leanne and Dan Carr
Drs. Brian and Angela Carter | David Cauble | Peter M. Cavanaugh | Jacklyn and Chris Cazier
Stephen Cazzell | teresa and Mark Chadd | Greg and Jennie Chambon
Shirley Knight-Champa and Mark Champa | Peggy Chaplinsky | Sharon and Larry Chapple
Janafer and Scott Chartier | Lisa and Curt Chase | Dr. Christine Cheng and Dr. J. Clinton Walker
Brett Childress | Sharon M. Chinnery | Chloe Chisam | Melissa Christensen
Kathy and Tim Christenson | Kara and Douglas Ciocca
Alyssa Clark | Nancy and Don Clark | Lexie and Matthew Clayton | Sharon and Keith Clements
Jo and Frank Clepper | Lori and Steve Clinkinbeard | John Clune | Elle and Greyson Clynmer
Kathleen and Patrick Cocherli | Dr. Denise Bratcher and Michael Cochran
Jacqueline and Daniel Coffin | Joy and Kenneth Cohen | Coleman Family Foundation
Dixie and Douglas Coleman | Pat and Steven Coleman | Paul Conkin | Dr. Gregory and Jan Conners
Dr. Linda D. Cooley | Constance and Thom Cooper | Cordes Family | John and Carol Cowden
Monique and Tim Cowden | Kristi and Chat Cowherd | Dr. Karen Cox and Randy Gould | Verna and Richard Cox
Sheri and Don Crabtree | Shelli and David Crocker | Jeanne and David Croswhite | Pamela Miller and Michael Cummings
Annette and Tyler Cundith | Angela and Richard Cunningham | Ally, Dr. Jessie Ng and Dr. Tom Curran | Melissa Curry
Nicole and Richard Curry | Carrie and Doug Dahmer | Susan and Timothy Daily | Margaret and Thomas Dakar
Marianne and Phil Daniel | Dr. Bill Daniels | William Dann | Desiree and Terry Daugherty
Bryan David | Sheryl and Ron Davidow | Deidre and John Davidson | Jane and John Davis
Murray Davis | Katherine DeBruce | Jason Dehaemers | John and Jennifer Dehan
Jana and Jason DeLong | Pamela A. Dennis | Jodi and Gary DiCenzo | Lori and Clayton Dickey
Keri and Bill Dillingham | Nancy and John Dillingham | Drs. Jason and Jennifer Dilts | Susan Smith and Tony DiPardo
Carol DiRaimo | Jesse and Jeremy Dixon | Kenya and Gerald Donohue | Laura and Daniel Dooley
Trish and John Dorsey | Dr. Paul Dowling | Stacy and Brian Doyle | Julie and Joel Dragoo
Jennifer and Dow Draper | Jason Draut | Mark Dudley | Elke M. Dunlap
Kevin Dunn | Peggy and Terry Dunn | Noreen and Darren Dupriest | Carla and Don Duryee | Jamie Dutton
Dr. Caryl and Donald Earp | Lori and David Eckman | Dr. Debbie Sosland-Edelman and Alan Edelman
Cathy and Tom Edwards | Valerie and Weston Edwards | Wanda and Ken Eidson
Jodi and Rod Eisenhauer | Stacey and Mark Elkinton | Dan Ellefson | Dr. Steven and Jennifer Ellis
Laurie and Ronald Ellison | Richard Embers | Ed Enyearl | Rayla and Jerry Erdling
Wendy and David Erickson | Marco Estrada
Colleen Dougherty and Joe Euteneuer | Dr. Tom and Mary Beth Eyen | Melanie and Mike Falbe
Angelo Falcone
$10,000+ Individual Donors FY2018 cont.

Kathy and Mark Fallon | Julie and Jeff Farrell | Joanne and Nick Fazzino | Lori Feek | Erin and Mitch Feitz | Susan and Theodore Feldman | Mary and Bill Fellows | Dawn and Mark Fenn | Melanie and Mike Fenske | Scott Ferguson | Elizabeth J. and James E. Ferrell | Connie and Mark Ficken | Preston T. Fine | Dana and Byron Fink | Shelly and Bob Finuf | Edith Fischer | Allison and Tim Fisher | Maggie Fisher | Karen and Kevin Fitzmaurice | Dr. Laura Fitzmaurice | Amick and Mickey Amick | Louise Fleetwood | Ashley and Steve Fleischaker | Tara and Mark Flint | Jessica Ford-Mustre | Barbara and Robin Foster | Kim and Brad Fowler | Jackie and Clark Foy | Geri and Dave Frantz | Dr. Jason and Jessica Fraser | In Honor of Brady Hempel | Cindy and David Frensley | Jean and Bred Freudenthal | Sandi and Edward Fried | Dr. Lyn and Dr. Craig Friesen | Sharon and Patrick Fucik | Meredith and Tim Gaigals | Annette and Joe Galeazzi | Diane and Terrence Gallagher | Sandy and Greg Galvin | Dr. Alan and Jodi Gamis | Anwar Garcia | Lisa Garney | Patty and Charles Garney | Mark Garrett | Dr. John and Tara Gatti | James and Gretchen Gearin | Troy Geary | Anne Gerhart | Jacquelyn and Steve Gering | Jodie and Todd Gerken | Justin Gerstner | Leslie Giarraputo | and Perry Kiler | Stephen Kiley | Jesse Kirkwood | Rob Kirscht | Angela and David Klein | Jonathan Klem | Dr. Steve and Jon Gribble | Carla and Randy Griffin | Virginia and Mike Gross | Dr. Harvey and Alice Grossman | Anita and Paul Gulotta | Ujjwal Gupta | Shelley and Michael Gurwell | Megan and Andrew Gustafson | Tionna and Brandon Haberman | Ben Hadel | Rachel and Benjamin Hadel | Stephanie and Christopher Hafner | Tim Hagan | Denise and Gary Haglund | Lorena Hahn | Carlene and Bill Hall | Donald J. Hall | Janice Hall | Laura and Dave Hall | Suzi and Scott Hall | Lisa and Scott Hallier | Jane Hamerle | Adam Hamilton | Brenda and Gregory Hamilton | Marilyn Hamilton | Glenda Hammond | Brian Hampton | Shelly and George Handy | Barb and Mike Haney | Gay and Jay Hankins | Laurence Hanna | Mr. and Ms. Bill Hans | Denise Miller-Hansen and Randall Hansen | Sarah and Christopher Happ | Sylvia and Nathan Harrell | Lucy Harrity | Angela and David Harse | Mary and Kirk Hart | Marlys and Michael Haverty | Honey and Jason Hayes | Linda and Mike Hayes | Georgiane Hayhow | Joyce and Jack Hayhow | Patricia Heady | Michael and Caroline Heckman | Dr. Ann Hellerstein | Gretchen and Ryan Hembree | Dr. Richard and Michele Hendrickson | Pauline and Ryan Henne | Sheila and James Hennigan | James and Allison Henschel | Anita and Dale Hensley | Dorothy and Noah Herschberger | Anna and Mahlon Herschberger | Caroline and Toby Hershberger | Dr. Maxine Hetherington | Alicia and Josh Hill | Sue and Craig Hill | Ruth Hills | Willene Hinken | Dr. Mark and Ruth Hoffman | Ellene and Chuck Hoffman | Frankie Hoffman | Jan and Bruce Hoffman | Kyle Hoffman | Mark and Beth Hogan | Dr. and Mrs. George W. Holcomb III | Dr. Tom and Kathryn Holder | Brett Holmes | Marcy and Tom Holwick | Julie Brack | Joan Horan | Dr. Elizabeth Goddard and Dr. Gregory Horning | Amanda and Abraham Hostetler | Jay Howell | Susan and James Hubbard | Dr. Marius and Ginny Hubbell | Margot R. Huber | Cynthia and Mark Huck | Cheryl and Carl Hughes | Kate and Steve Hughes | Molly Hughes | Dr. John and Mary Hunkeler | Bebe and Graham Hunt | Cheri and Bart Hunt | Mary and Steve Hunt | Rita and Lamar Hunt | Christy Muslig | Alicia and Joe Hyde | Michele and Mark Iammarino | Stephanie and Andrew Isaacson | Philip Isley | Denise and Kevin Jackman | Christopher Jackson | Drs. Mary Anne and Jay Jackson | Tracy and Mike Jackson | Stephanie Guerin and Larry Jacob, Jr. | Janet Jacobs | Dr. Jill Jacobson and Dr. William Truong III | Connie and Roger Jaeger | Gayle and Steve Jagoda | Valerie and John Jancher | Damar and Tony Janssen | Dr. Dale Jarka and Dr. Brian Wicklund | Kristen and John Jennings | Steve and Kathy Jensen | Scott and Dana Jermain | Bill Johnson | David and Sandy Johnson | Geraldine Johnson | Gwen and Jeff Johnson | Jana and Robert Johnson | Linda and Bryan Johnson | Omelat and Louis Kadera | Dr. Steve and Christine Kaine | Mary and Earl Kammerer | Diana and Jason Kander | Eva and Jeff Karp | Lou Kaubic and Billy Merritt | Becky and Homer Kay | Colleen Keaveny | Mandy and Eric Kelley | Jill and Allan Kells | Dianne and Kevin Kelly | Shellie and Don Kemna | Lucinda Kemper and Steven Emerson | Dr. Christopher and Joan Kennedy | Debbie and Whitney Kerr | Karen and Lawrence Kiefer | Jean Kiene | Dr. Howard and Suzi Kilbride | Debra and Perry Kiler | Stephen Kiley | Jesse Kirkwood | Dr. Joel Kirscht | Angela and David Klein | Jonathan Klem | Dr. Steve Klots | Leona and Brian Knepp | Karen and Donald Kobby | Dana Koehn | Stacey and Robert Koenig | Stacey and Tom Koenigsfeld | Connie Koester | Marilyn and Chris Koettker | Debora and Stephen Korpi | Courtney and Matt Kounkel | Laura and Frederick Kouri | Kari and Stephen Kovzan | Dawn and Michael Kraljic | Cecelia Kreidler | Becky and Bill Krueger | John Krueger | Hope and David Krug | Jill and Kyle Kryger | Mickie and Craig Kuckelman | Denice Kudart | Max Kugler | Jim Kuklenks | Dheeraj Kumar | Kaleigh and Dan Kurowski | Maureen and Jayson Kutlak | Daniel Lacy | Cindy Wallis-Lage and Kent Lage | Collins Landers | Jerri and Dean Landsberg | Cassandra and Joshua Landy | Dan Lang | Julia Lang | Tara and Patrick Lanning | Marti and Gordon Lansford | Dr. John Lantos | Maggie Lapecewich | Dr. Marc Larsen and Ali Larsen | Dr. John and Tina Lask | Dr. Adriane and Dr. Kevin Latz | Mark Laufer | Melissa and Shawn Hickey | Michael Law | Ms. Sandra A.J. and Dr. Willie E. Lawrence, Jr. | Cable-Dahmer Automotive
$10,000+ Individual Donors FY2018 cont.

Heather and Andrew Roffmann | Cristin Rogers | Doris and Robert Rogers | Gary Rogers | Mary and Dale Rohr | Dee and Bret Rolig | Linda and Gene Ronwick | Christina Rose and Jarod Allen | Mary Lou and Allan Ross | Mary Ross | Stanton, Merett and Ansley Ross | Brenda and Patrick Roth | Rhonda and Dave Rudicel | John Rudolph | Dorothy Rupp | Sharon and Ed Rush | John Russell | Pat Russell | Paul M. Russell | Dr. Shawn Sabin and Mr. Paul Barnds | Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Salmon | Mandy and Jason Sanders | Tanya and Jeff Sandman | Megan and Rick Sanford | Nancy and Scott Sayler | Ginzy Schaefer | Whitney and Trenten Schairer | Brian and Katherine Schell | Lisa and Charlie Schellhorn | Marsha and George Schieber | Allison Leikind-Schlanger and Craig Schlanger | Carolyn and Larry Schmitz | Sara and Mike Schram | Miroslava Schroeder | Michael Schuber | Beverly and John Schuepbach | Dr. Katherine and Mr. David Schukai | Donnie Schultz | Amanda and Ryan Schweiger | Dr. Richard and Colleen Schwend | James Schweppe | Betty Scott | Kimberly and Brian Scott | Sharon and Ernest Scott | Janet and Robert Seery | Sara and Scott Selkirk | Julie and Brian Serati | Dr. Jotishna and Arvind Sharma | Kimberly and Ned Shaw | Elizabeth and Bradley Shee | Darlene and Larry Sheets | Eileen Chase and Bill Shechik | Adam Sherman | Dr. Girish and Shefali Shirali | Cade's Cancer Smashing Crew | The Family of Gerean Rudnick | Susan and Bob Silvy | Cheryl Simons | Lisa and Dolph Simons | Debbie Sinopoli | Jessica Skvarek | Denise and Scott Slabotsky | Mr. and Mrs. Leslie B. Sloop | Brian and Michelle Smith | Elizabeth and William Smith | Jesse Smith | John D. Smith | Patricia and David Smith | Christina and Donald Smyth | Gerald Sneeringer | Leslie and David Snodgrass | Dr. Chuck and Paige Snyder | Mary and Steve Soden | Traci and John Solomon | Rev. Dr. Dane and Sharla Sommer | Dr. John Sommerauer and Deborah B. Roberson | Teresa and David Sosinski | Ms. Sarah Sosland and Mr. Benlon A. Smith | Beth and Mark Soukup | Lana Southwick | Gisele and Brad Sprong | Jamie Squire | Dr. Shawn and Barbara St. Peter | Mary Stadler | Dr. and Mrs. Douglas McNair | Lori and Mark Stamm | Seth McWilliam Stanley | Barbara Selders | Judy Steadman | Doug Steele | Daniel and Heidi Stevens | Janet and Mel Stevenson | Jim and Mary Stilley | Susan and John Stovylk | Shannon Stone | Jamey and Vince Stonestreet | Cindy and Dennis Stowell | Stephanie and Scott Strawn | Elaine Street | Lori and Philip Strnad | Tracy and Scott Strohm | Dr. Marianne Swaney-Stueve and Dr. Jake Stueve | Jo and John Stueve | Rodger and Carin Stutz | Laurie and Charlie Sunderland | Allison and Dan Sutera | Bill Sutherland | Jeanette and Bill Sutter | Kathy and Steve Swatek | Joe Swaters | Annabelle and Leo Sweeney | Alan Switzer | Regina and Mark Sylvester | Dr. Eugenio Taboada-Arana | Cathy and Dennis Talbott | Charlotte and Daniel Tapke | Martha and Pete Talman | Frances and Steven Taylor | James Taylor | Jeff Taylor | Lynne and Scott Teaford | Donna and Mark Teahan | Teresa and John Teeffy | Susanne R. Teel | Andrew Teigen | Brianne and Danny Thomas | Nia and Chris Thomas | Susanne Thompson-Wright | Marcia and DennyTighe | Kevin and Anne Timmons | Steve and Summer Timperley | Christina Titus | Gary L. Tompkins, Ph.D. | Rachel Tovey | Hien Tran | Garland Tripp | Marge and Montie Tripp | Mandi and Tucker Trotter | Dorothy Truman | Jeanne Tumanjan | Paige Tungate | Bobbie and John Turek | Bryan Turner | Cori Casey Turner | Laura and Matt Twyman | Connie and John Ulmer | Dr. Johnson and Marilyn Underwood | Ann and Frank Uryasz | Caylee and Michael Valentine | Terri and Rocky Valentine | Sandra Valline | Blake Vande Garde | Kathleen and Lloyd Vandyver | Mary Vanier | Shanelle and Mike Varone | Lauren and Jared Vavroch | Dr. Nirmal Veeramachaneni | James Vogler | Jillaine and Jeffrey VonSeldeneck | Andrea Vormark | Jason Votruba | Jim and Amy Vranicar | Anne and Brian Walker | Debbie and Bob Walker | Paige and Mark Walsh | Teresa and Tom Walsh | Anissa and Brian Walz | Michelle and Ryan Warmer | Dr. Brad and Barbara Warady | Adelaide C. Ward | Nick Warren | Leigh and Doug Watkins | Maurice Watson | Stephanie and Matt Watson | Trent Webb | Nicole Weddige | Sherri and Mark Weeks | Ashley and Cody Weerts | Pam and Mike Wegeng | Gerald Weidner | Dr. Bob and Carolyn Weir | Julie Weiss | Courtney and Robert Wellman | Joan and Glenn Wells | Kelly and Gregory Werkwitz | David Westbrook | Molly and Eric Westphal | Helen and Frank Wewers | Mike Whaley | Kim and Mike White | Mary White | Mike and Michelle White | Toni and John Whitley | Jennifer and Ken Widman | Susan Wiemeyer | Laura and Matt Wildman | Dr. Kristi Williams | Kendra Williams | Mark and Bethanie Willson | Pete Willson | Christy and Bret Wilson | Glynda and Jim Wilson | Michelle and Andrew Wilson | Nancy and Philip Wilson | Rob Wilson | Thomas Wilson | Twyla and John Wilson | Elizabeth Hartley Winetroub | Lois Winston | Kim and Steve Wisdom | Hillary and Hunter Wolbach | Lesley and Jeffrey Wolman | Mary and Tom Woltkamp | Britanny and Travis Wood | Jennifer and Mark Wood | Loretta and Warren Wood | Melissa and Chris Wood | Pamela and Brett Wood | Dr. Gerald and Patrice Woods | Cheryl and Steve Woodson | Blakelée D. Wright | Karenina Eubanks-Wright and Richard Wright | Katie and Jonathan Wright | Sueann and Rick Wright | Kimberly Young | Lynda Pearson | Bonnie and J.W. Youngblood | Julie and Steve Zanone | Diana Zarda | Lisa and Adam Zieren | Deborah and Gary Zimmermann | Beth and William Zollars
With thanks and appreciation for our volunteers

Every day, our incredible hospital volunteers make a difference in the lives of Children’s Mercy’s patients and families by serving in various important roles throughout the hospital. The following list recognizes and honors Children’s Mercy hospital-based volunteers. You are the heart of our organization and we thank you for your gifts of time.
Volunteers cont.

Facts and Financials

Inpatient Care

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FY2018</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Admissions</td>
<td>15,198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Length of Stay</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Daily Census</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Outpatient Visits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>FY2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adele Hall Campus</td>
<td>142,189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adele Hall Emergency Room</td>
<td>69,173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMH Kansas Specialty Center</td>
<td>56,606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMH Kansas Emergency Room</td>
<td>41,524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM Northland Specialty Clinics</td>
<td>25,921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM Northland Urgent Care</td>
<td>31,713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM East Specialty Clinics</td>
<td>10,127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM East Urgent Care</td>
<td>33,942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM Broadway Clinic</td>
<td>42,943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM College Boulevard</td>
<td>25,855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM Blue Valley Urgent Care</td>
<td>25,460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Care Clinics</td>
<td>74,394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>34,693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Outpatient Visits</td>
<td>614,540</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Surgical Procedures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FY2018</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inpatient</td>
<td>4,322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outpatient</td>
<td>15,822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Surgical Procedures</td>
<td>20,144</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Transports | 5,287
Home Health Visits | 5,411
Durable Medical Equipment Deliveries | 11,322
Telemedicine Visits | 2,341
Teleradiology | 5,974
Full-time Employees | 7,249
Volunteers | 1,556
Medical Staff | 786

Patient Revenue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Revenue Type</th>
<th>FY2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient Care Services</td>
<td>1,332,035,448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Externally Funded Research</td>
<td>18,006,747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Support &amp; Grants*</td>
<td>21,614,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Revenue &amp; Investments</td>
<td>68,565,280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,440,222,275</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Who Pays the Bills

Commercial Insurance | 43.1%
Other Government Programs | 48.7%
Medicaid | 3.4%
Self Pay and Other | 4.8%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Revenue Type</th>
<th>FY2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salaries &amp; Benefits</td>
<td>781,863,169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplies &amp; Other Expenses</td>
<td>444,390,903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depreciation &amp; Interest</td>
<td>72,219,045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,298,473,117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Income Invested in the Mission</td>
<td>141,749,158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonrecurring Transformation**</td>
<td>17,585,670</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Unconditional promises to give are reported in community support and grants when received. Community support received with donor stipulations are reported in the period when the donor restriction is met for operating uses or long-lived assets, which may be in a year or years later than the original gift.

**Children's Mercy is dedicated to improving operational performance and financial stewardship to invest in our organization’s future while continuing to provide the best possible care to children and families. We are improving operational workflows and reporting through critical systems updates by investing significant increased, one-time implementation costs over a two-year period. With this investment, we look forward to increased efficiencies that will return on this investment in the coming years.
Give Mercy

In another record-breaking display of generosity, you helped us make a real difference for our kids. We are so grateful for you, our donors and volunteers, and want you to see highlights from the impact of your gifts over the last year:

- **Three endowed chair** positions created to advance the fields of pediatric surgery and pediatric genomic research
- **83 scholarships** awarded to our nurses and allied health professionals
- **15 new** research funds established
- **37 pieces** of new medical equipment purchased
- **Provided $141 million** in uncompensated care serving approx. 615,000 families
- **Assisted 2,000+ families** with transportation, lodging and meals through the family assistance fund

“I’m continuously amazed by your generosity and what we are able to collectively achieve each year. You helped us bring hope and comfort to the children and families we serve today, but also through your support of pediatric research, we are poised to treat and bring answers to the children of tomorrow. Thank you!”

—Jenea Oliver, PhD
Vice President of Philanthropy
at Children’s Mercy

Red Hot Night leadership and members of the Hands & Hearts Auxiliary celebrate raising just over $2.1 million to benefit the mission of Children’s Mercy.

Rob Riggle and Eric Stonestreet announced the record-breaking amount of $2.1 million raised from the Big Slick weekend activities while the celebrity guests celebrated.
The Donald H. Chisholm Planned Giving Council celebrated 25 years of service. With more than 185 members, the council has helped clients create nearly $194 million in planned gifts that supported more than 1 million patients. The Chisholm family was presented a legacy award in honor of their father, Donald H. Chisholm, for his commitment to Children’s Mercy and the community. Accepting on his behalf was his daughter, Nan Chisholm, his grandson, Alex Chishom, and his wife, Jessica Chisholm.

We celebrated four new allied health scholarships at this year’s Allied Health Scholarship Luncheon. Children’s Mercy scholarships for allied health and other hospital professionals were possible thanks to the generosity of the Bleakley, Cox, Harsh, Hutchens, Klotz, Miller and Cummings, Vavroch and Wells families.

At our annual Nursing Scholarship Awards Breakfast, 82 nursing scholarships were awarded for a total of $129,000 in scholarship dollars. Nursing scholarships give our nursing professionals the opportunity to advance their education and improve care.
The KC Cares for Kids Walk is a great way for our entire community to rally around our Children's Mercy kids. Thanks to the 1,000 walk participants, including 70 current and former cancer patients, and the many volunteers, we raised $135,000!

Children's Mercy invested three endowed chair positions, the highest and most prestigious honor in academic medicine. Seated front row, left to right: Dr. Shawn St. Peter, Surgeon-in-Chief, received the Thomas Holder and Keith Ashcraft Chair in Pediatric Research; Dr. Elin Grundberg, Resident Research Faculty member was awarded the Roberta D. Harding and William F. Bradley, Jr. Endowed Chair in Genomic Research; and Dr. Tomi Pastinen, Director of the Children's Mercy Genomic Medicine Center, received the Dee Lyons/Missouri Endowed Chair in Pediatric Genomic Medicine. Standing back row left to right: The generous donors in which the endowed chairs are named, Dr. Keith Ashcraft, Dr. Thomas Holder, Robbie Harding, Brad Bradley, Dee and Fred Lyons.

Children’s Mercy opened a new clinic in Junction City, Kan., to expand reach our to a community with critical health needs. Now, residents can receive top-notch care closer to home. At the ribbon cutting ceremony, special recognition was given to the Bramlage family, R2B4 Bramlage Foundation and Geary Community Health Foundation who led the charge in raising $2.5 million for the project.

Children’s Mercy Park
Every gift you make brings hope and comfort to the children and families we serve regardless of their ability to pay. You can Give Mercy to help our patients conquer childhood disease.

Give Mercy
Your donation conquers.

GiveMercyKC.org